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I have enjoyed
learning how to
play netball.

Doing lots of sport
activities, wearing
our kits and raising
money for Sports
Relief was fun!

I have enjoyed the
whole topic of Ancient Egypt this
term.

I loved dressing up for World
Book Day!

I loved having some
snow days this
term!

I learnt lots of
new facts about
Egyptians on the
school trip to

I have really enjoyed
learning about
mummification.

I loved reading the
story of the Miraculous Journey of
Edward Tulane!
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Pharaoh
This term our topic has been ‘Pharaoh’. We have explored the life of Ancient Egyptians.
We have looked at how people were mummified and what the
mummification process
is. We investigated ’Was Tutankhamen killed?’ and we held a debate in class alongside
writing an information text about his life. Our majority vote was that he WAS killed, we
just don’t know who by. In Science we have studied ‘Light’. We have investigated light
and non light sources and started to consider some of the misconceptions around some
of these sources. We have all worked extremely hard during recent tests and have proved how important
learning is.

Have a lovely Easter break and we look forward to making new memories and highlights in term 5!Here are
our highlights from term 4!
Sports Relief

World Book Day

The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane

Sketching fruit

Snow Days!
Kent Life Trip

Kent Life

Monkey Maths

On Wednesday 14th March we were lucky enough to go on a sunny school trip
to Kent Life. Whilst we were there, we went to a range of short, exciting work
shops including:

The children are very motivated by
increasing their scores in their fortnightly tests.



Magical Medicine



Journey to the afterlife



Dress like an Egyptian



Entertainment for the Pharaoh



Rope Making

Maddie Yates



Egyptian life

Tilly Middleton



Pyramid Building

Well done to these pupils who have passed Spider Monkey in
Year 3 so far:
Jake Stratford
Connor Green
Kimora Haynes

Ruby Misselbrook

We have continued learning about this back in school including
ourselves in to mummies using toilet roll!

making

Lauren Hatch
Peter-Junior Cornish
Emily Bunyan
Indy Rossitor

Predator!

Joshua Boucher-Morris

Next term, we will be exploring the deepest and most extraordinary Rainforests in our topic work. We will look at the animals of the Rainforest and the climate in a Rainforest and
most importantly, what we as humans have to do to protect it.

Summer Tullett

In Science we will be looking at how different animals adapt to
their environments. We will also be
looking at grouping different types of
animals.

Richard Rose
Emily Bassett
Dylan Duke
Scarlett English
Well done to these pupils who have passed Capuchin Monkey in
Year 3 so far:
Niamh McMonies
Noah Dodd

PE
PE will continue to be on Mondays and Thursdays in
Year 3. However, please ensure that your child has a full
kit in school everyday for indoor and outdoor PE next
term.

